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POE and GSL at the MoJ

DATE

Working to deliver an effective, efficient and sustainable estate

The MoJ context – size and scale 
of programme

• Diversity of estate

• Diversity of users

• 400 projects a year

• From £30k to £100k

The MoJ context – size and scale 
of projects

• Few major build projects

• Refurbishment and major maintenance 
projects

• Bits of things and bits of buildings

The MoJ context – LEAN, BIM, soft 
landings

• Strong LEAN PM/CI culture

• Committed to BIM

• Committed to Government Soft Landings

• Has a GSL Champion role in place

•GSL

– Business need identified

– Stakeholder engagement to agree 
requirements

– Business Case with clear, targeted, 
measurable benefits identified

– Construction period with regular 
stakeholder involvement in key 
decisions 

– Training and Handover

– Post Occupancy Evaluation 
commences

– Defect Period

– POE Completion with feedback to 
standards

– Ongoing review

From Best Practice to 
Outstanding Projects

•Best Practice

– Business need identified

– Stakeholder engagement

– Business case 

– Construction Commences

– Training and Handover

– Defect Period

The MoJ context – what kind of 
POE we need

• Handle diversity of estate and user
• Suitable for bits of stuff, equipment projects
• Central POE co-ordination (central GSL 

champion)
• Focused on performance effectiveness (of 

environmental performance; building; 
management; commissioning, training, 
handover; performance effectiveness and 
efficiency)
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What does the MoJ want to 
achieve from a POE?

• How closely the project meets the benefits 
outlined in the business case

• Lessons learned process

• Feedback into process and standards.

POE and GSL – early stages of the 
project

• Inception and briefing: 
– ‘Start with the end in view’ 

– Do we have the right brief? 

– Do we have the right data? 

– Is the MoJ really joined up? 

• Design development

• OBC: POE criteria in place? Benefits set 
out?

• FBC: still on track?

POE and GSL – during the project

• Project delivery and variation – justified in 
terms of the four criteria?

• Training, commissioning – do they align 
with, respect the four criteria? 
– Functionality and Effectiveness

– Sustainability

– Commissioning and Handover

POE and GSL – after the project

• The great unknown

• Aftercare – does it support criteria?

• Data collection – is the MoJ really joined 
up?  

Drafting a POE

• Draft a POE outline to use as a guide to 
answer the above questions

• Use the benefits as outlined in the 
business case to assess success

Trial POE before full 
implementation

• Diversity of the 
estate means the 
POE would need 
to be tailored to 
the project

• Carry out a trial 
POE to see how 
well the process 
as outlined works
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How the POE informed MoJ GSL 
Policy

• Gap analysis of our current practices vs. 
what we would need to put in place in 
order to be able to carry out a successful 
POE

• Write GSL framework with all factors which 
have come out of the trial POE and gap 
analysis in mind

• The trial projects and ensuring the Project 
Sponsors engaged to ensure the process 
was workable

Refine the POE process

• The second trial POE
• HMP Liverpool 

Kitchen
– Earlier stakeholder 

feedback
– Being chosen to feed 

into the kitchen BIM 
project focused the 
report

– The issues table

Issues Table
Issue Action for this Project Action for Standards

Derogations There is no action that can be taken 
on this project. 

The derogation was not actually 
required on this project. The PSSG 
states a distance from external 
perimeter fencing and this project is 
adjacent to internal control fencing. 

Inadequate facilities for composting 
and dewatering. 

It is likely that the site will have to 
upgrade the composting and 
dewatering plant facilities. 

It is essential to ensure that plant is 
sized correctly for the output of the 
kitchen. The capacity of the kitchen 
was known from the outset and the 
plant should have been sized 
accordingly. This can not be made 
any clearer in the standards. 

Location of bin area is considered to 
be too close to where deliveries come 
into the building. 

The bin area can not be relocated for 
this project. 

Given that food waste is disposed of 
via the composter etc. the bin area 
contains mostly packaging materials. 
Given that there is a recommendation 
that excess packaging should be 
removed prior to storage then it could 
be considered that having the bin 
store close to where the deliveries 
come in is the most convenient for 
this purpose. 

Further GAP analysis

• As expected the lack of hard data 
available on site.

• Ensure that data gathering is embedded 
into the project at the earliest stage  

What Does Success Look Like?

• GSL Framework Document
– Written as you mean to go forward

• Defined Benefits

• Benefits guidance for business cases

• POE Guidance Document
– Methodology rather than an exhaustive check 

list

GSL Key Points- Post 
Occupancy Evaluation

•Post Occupancy 
Evaluation

• Completing the 
cycle

• Stakeholder 
feedback

• Lessons Learned

•Feed back into 
project 
documentation

•Actions table
• Actions for this 

project

• Change to 
standards

• Change to process

• Deadline
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Thank You
[Date]

Working to deliver an effective, efficient and sustainable estate

Estate Directorate


